MUSIC EDUCATION, B.M.E.

Begin Campus: University Park

End Campus: University Park

Career Paths
A degree in music education prepares students to teach music in a variety of school settings to children in grades K-12. A degree in music education may serve as the basis for graduate study not only in music education, but also in performance, composition, conducting, music theory, music history and others.

Careers
Graduates of the B.M.E. program receive Pennsylvania certification to teach K-12 instrumental, vocal and general music. Additionally, the degree includes an "individualized emphasis" based on the student's strengths and interests. B.M.E. graduates are prepared to enter the classroom and have successful careers as an elementary, middle, or high school music teachers.

Opportunities for Graduate Studies
Because the music education degree program develops a complete, well-rounded musician, graduates are prepared to pursue graduate study in not only music education, but all other areas of music as well. Graduate study in performance, conducting, theory and composition, musicology, and more are all possible with a B.M.E. degree.

MORE INFORMATION ABOUT OPPORTUNITIES FOR GRADUATE STUDIES
(https://music.psu.edu/admissions/)